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Campaign For Funds To Complete Memorial Committee Is
ith Big ProblemNew Gym To Be Held Among Students faced
"We are faced with a might problem,"
said Arthur L Deering '12. chairman of
Committee of Prominent Men and 1'omen To Carry the Memorial Fund Committee, when
asked about the completion of the Mentor-
On Drive For Cash Subscriptions From Student Oa] Gymnasium Armory, erected in honor
of the 47 Maine men who died in the
Body: Bob Parks is Chairman World War.
"A decade has passed since these men
of Funds Is All That holds l'p Immediate Construction loyal to the University and to theirLack
.s A a result of the recent interest shown
prominent students in the discussion
.-,cerning the completion of the Mem,
iyMnaSiUM Armory, a representative
..r up of undergraduates met last week
1.. talk over the possibilities of securing
financial aid from the student body for
this construction. These men and women
decided that the sentiment of the students
the University was entirely in fator
doing everything possible to finish the
work which was begun four years ago.
After a thorough examination of the
facts it was decided to conduct a campaign
among the students to raise money for
the unfinished portion of the building. A
BOK PARKS
morning, Friday. Oct. 19, and will con-
tinue until Tuesday afternoon. Prizes
amounting to ten dollars have been of-
fered and will be awarded as follows—
first prize. $5; second, $3. and third. $2.
Both men and women are eligible for the
contest, and the latter are especially
urged to compete.
The regulations for the contest are:
1. Time Limit—Slogans must be re-
ceived before six o'clock, Tuesday. Oct.
23.
2. A person may submit as many slo-
gans as he wishes.
3. Word Limit—Slogans must he lim-
ited to ten words, preferably less.
4. Central Thot—The slogan should
express the thot that everyone should
subscribe.
(('ontinued on Page row)
of ten un
.,..men and seven men—was selected. It Maine Night Is Nov.4111911ttee dergraduates—three 
as iollows: Mary Hi ibinson, Dorothy
Martha Wasgate Bernard Beren- Committee Chosen
jarlleS Mizzen. George L Coltart.
Charles E. O'Connor. Fred Hall, George
F. Mahoney and Robert Parks.
"Bob" Parks was elected chairman ,,1
the committee and George F. Mahoney !
,tas chosen publicity manager for the
,rampaign. Mr. Parks in announcing the
purpose and plans of the campaign ex-
plained the situation as follows: "Many
ondents have given serioins consideration
••• the problem of constructing the I ism -
a simn unit of the Memorial fit nmasium
. -mory building, on which no work has ,
born done for the past three years. An
investigation of the facts has shown that
a scarcity of available funds is the omit
stumbling block in the immediate comply
•ion of the athletic structure. In order
' • begin work on the unfinished portion.
it will be necessary to have about $2250E
in cash. Because the construction will
not be started until the money is avail-
able, it is necessary front now on that
subscriptions be in the form of cash or
paid within a year. It is haled that build-
ing operations can be started by next fall
(Contimmed nn Paoe fore)
Three Prizes Offered
For Campaign Slogan
In connection with a tinamial drise it
is often desirable to have a slogan which
will keep the main idea of the campaign
before the eyes of those being solicited
The committee in charge of the coming
student drive for funds for the comple-
tion of the Memorial-Gymnasium feels
that an effective slogan will play an im-
portant part in arousing student interest
and discussion, and with this view in
mind it has made plans to conduct a five-
day contest to secure an appropriate sh.-
try gave up their lives. and our tribute to
them is still incomplete. The present sit-
uation is a challenge to the student bolls
as well as to alumni.
"When a Memorial was first discussed
$100.000 was suggested as the amount
which Maine alumni and students could
be expected to subscribe. But, not until
the committee reached the half million
dollar mark did the members filially con-
clude that they had decided upon an
amount which would construct a fitting
Memorial. Many said 'impossible' and
everyone realized that the successful com-
pletion of this drive would mark a turn-
ing point in the history of the Univer-
sity.
"We look hack with pride at the
achievement of securing $543.000 in
gan for the campaign. pledges. Of this amount the students
The slogan contest will begin tomorrow ' subscribed over $100.000. This was in-
deed an indication of loyalty and an in-
spiration to alunmi. These pledges were
made payable over a five year period.
"Now, here's the problem. We have
half a Memorial built and paid for. It
has been in use for over three years and
has helped produce championship athletic
teams.
"A gymnasium would be an invaluable
asset but to get it. the :Memorial Buildinl
Committee must have $225.000 of whicti
we 110W have something over $25,000 on
hand.
"Where is the other $200.00() CO1111111
from? It is hoped that nearly $75.000
will come from payment of pledges but
that still leaves $125,000 to secure. Doubt-
less the members of tilass of 1927 and
1928 will be glad to iiribe since they
were not contributors as students.
 
again to alumni and 
Many Attended Dinner
For Maine Olympic Men
The Track t•lub paid fitting tribute I,
two of its foremost members. Carl I"
Ring '25 and Edmund F. Black '29 Tues-
day evening at a monster Banquet and
Reception held in Alumni Hall. President
Boardman acting as toastmaster touched
off the keynote of the affair declaring
that such funct s as these are more
beneficial to the school in that it gives the
faculty and students a better understand-
ing of each other.
Several well-known track men were.
present as guests and waxed enthusiastic
in their praise to Maine's first Olympic
contestants. They were:
Hon. Don Snow. Congressman. former
track man and neighbor of Carl Ring.
Raymond Thompson. new track coach
at Bates.
Jack Magee of Bowdon', Black's coach
at the Olympics, who vividly described
the conditions and handicaps encountered
by the weight men. Rip had to toss the
hammer among canals, and cows to' keep
in trim.
Mike Ryan was warm in his tribute.
pointing out that no two athletes were
more in earliest and better liked than Rip
and Carl and that it was the first time in
New England too his knowledge that any
organization such as the Track Club. had
ever honored Olympic men in this way.
Dr. Donald B. Young. head of Biology.
an Olympic man in 1912 from Amherst
College contrasted his experiences with
the recent Olympiad. He observed the
passing trend of had sportsmanship and
the international spirit being built up by
the Olympics.
Telegrams of regrets were read from
Cliff Hall '10. and Frank Kanalt, who
were enable to be present.
C oach Chester Jenkins in his talk
stressed three requisites for a track ath-
lete.
Witam Mac('. Sawyer. representino
the A. A. Board congratulated the Track
Club, Carl and Rip and the Cross Coun-
try team, A citation was read to Mac by
President Boardman.
'Cad F.. Ring 2.5, an honor graduate in 
Crippled Maine Eleven Holds Conn.;
Loss of Abbott and Young Felt
Buzzell, Cohart. and Airoldi Show ('p 'ell In Short
Line Plunl!es, But Fail In Attempt To Put
Ball Over Goal Line
Hectic Tussle Between Old Rivals Ends In Scoreless Tie
New Maine Backfield
To Tackle N.H. Saturday
The game against New Hampshire Sat-
urday will find Maine with a weakened
team and a new backfield.
Maine is New Hampshire's big rival
and as the Wildcats will he celebrating
Dad's day Saturday. Maine will have its
hands full. New Hampshire always gives
Maine a tough battle and the game should
he an interesting one.
Due to the mans injuries to the back-
field men. Ni Actin will he in Capt. Buz-
zell's position at left half and will do the
kicking, Blockinger may also he relied
on. Moran will play right half. Airoldr
full hack. and Cohart will he in at quar
ter. Black will hold down left end. Horne
left tackle, Davis left guard, Zakaria-
center. Vail right guard, Gowen rirth
tackle. Palmer and Hickson at right end.
-Abbott and Buzzed will most likely be
in shape to start the state series against
Bates. Daley and Gray will also he avai:-
able on the 27th.
The defense of the team ois improvit
all the time showing added strength with
each game.
The offense has had little opportunity
to show its full strength iii,account o
casualties among the regulars.
The fine morale of the team was show
in the game last Saturday which shows
that the boys have the fighting spirit at
least.
Before going flack
asking hundreds of them to subscribe M.F. and now at Harvard law School, M.C.A. Boys Claim I he's
again it seems reasonable in view of stu- paid glowing tribute to his teacher. Frank
dent interest to hope and expect that the Kanaly. Carl was drafted by Frank at
CMOill tied FOUr (('ontinued on Page Four )
The committee for Maine Night, which 
is to be held on November 2nd in the In-
door Field, has been chosen as follows: s •
Professor Corbett. chairman. President 
•
mith Supporters Few Among Faculty,
Boardman, Miss Sadie Thompson, Prof.
B. C. Kent, Dr. Drummond. E. H. KeUey.
"Mike- Cohan. Roderic O'Connor. and
C. K. Crossland. secretary There is also
date. 
Many Refuse To Make Statementsone more student to be addell at a later 
Hoover Followers Are Numerous
Drununond and Miss Sadie Thomp-
son will see that a suitable and lively mus-
ical program is provided.
The committee on arrangements for
Alumni speakers consists of C. F. Cross-
land, President Boardman. and Mr. F. H.
Kelley.
It is planned to have a different meth-
od of seating the crowd which is expected
to attend this year. Proof. Kent. Mr. E.
H. Kelley, and some student will make
definite arrangements later.
The usual bonfire will be held under
the supervision of the Senior Skulls.
The band will be on hand to keep the spir-
it Of the crowd moving. There will he
several fraternity banquets on the campus
Maine Cross Country Team Defeats
N. H. 23-32 In First Meet of Season change in administrations. Even the Dem-
Smith supporters are few among the faculty members of the Univer-
sity. The Campus is finding it difficult to discover staunch supporters of
the Democratic candidate, while I louver followers are numerous and will-
ing to express their opinions. Nearly one-half of the men who have been
approached on the subject of registering their preference have refused to
make any statement. It may 1.e that these men are for Gov. Smith but
are timid about expressing I /emocratic views in a University which has a
strongly Republican administration. The Campus will continue its can-
vass in the next few issues. More student opinion is welcome.
Chadbourne Praises Hoover Mitchell for Smith
The Universits ..f Maine cross countrs
team opened its season Saturday after-
noon by defeating New Hampshire 23-32
at Durham. The only event marring the
it-tory of the New England champions
came when Captain MacNaughtoon pulled
a tendon and was forced to drop out of
the race. At the time this occurred he
oo running right behind Lindsay and
hardson about one and one-half mile'
-.ie. and the three had piled up a comfort-
able lead On the rest of the field. The
Pale Blue captain will be out of competi-
tion for three or four weeks.
Lindsay and Richardson were the in-
dividual winners of the race. trotting
Itome some 200 yards ahead of Benedict
and llazen of the N. H. team, and setting
a new course record of 28 minutes 31
seconds. Their lead would have been
much greater had they not ran off the
.course no less than three times, thus be
mg forced to run at least 250 extra yards
The crowd got a real thrill when Bud
Brooks and Stinwon of Maine and How-
ard of N. H. dashed through the gate
nto the track almost abreast. It was
about 350 yards around the track to the
finish from that point. Howard opened
tip a sprint at once which carried him
ten sarels in front 1 .1 the two nit',,. Soh,
son could not gain on the N. H. man. hut
Brooks set sail after him. Twenty yardsi
from the finish. Bud was still two yards
behind. but, running for all he was worth.
he passed Hootvard and clinched fifth
place for Maine.
Horace Caler also deserves a word of
prairie. Although suffering from cramps
he kept plugging. and finished in eighth
position heating out Cahalan. the N. H.
captain.
This was the first varsity race that
Brooks anol Caler have participated in,
and a world of credit is their due for their
splendid showing. There was less than
a minute's difference between the time
of the first Maine man and the time of
the fifth Maine man. This shows th(
team is powerful and well balanced.
Summary :
I Tie. Lindsay awl Richardson.
Maine: 13) Tie. Benedict and Hazen. N
H.: 15) Brooks. Maine; (Sol Howard.
N. H.; Ili Stinson. Maine; (Si ('ater.
Maine: 19) Capt. Cahalan. N. If.; (101
Lowe, N. H.: Ill) Mank, Maine; (12)
S. Ridsardson, N. H.; (13) Were. N.
hi.
Three reasons have influenced niy deci-
sion to vote for Herbert Hoover in the
approaching election. In the first place.
the Republican candidate would bring to
the ‘Vhite House the rare combination of
proven administrative ability, business acu-
men. humanitarianism, and acquaintance
with foreign affairs that the opposine
candidate does not offer in equal degree.
Secondly, there is no real need for a
,ocratic leaders do not seriously deny that
the past eight years have hem marked hs
great economic and social progress. I am
personally convinced that the administra-
tion of rah in Coolidge has been remark-
ably successful.
In the third place. I (14u out sympathize
with the Democratic candidate's honest
personal opposition to the Eighteenth
Amendment, nor do 1 believe that his pro-
po,uts for state regulation and sale of le-
galized alcoholic beverages are either
practical or socially desirable.
W. W. Chadbourne
American Dramatist Needed
I shall tote for Iferbert Hoover. I
hate a great admiration for Smith and
!whete he has made an excellent Gover-
nor. Howeter. he has not had Hoover's
broad international training Smith is a
good man; Hoover is a better one.
NVithout belittling tlie importance (of
eheting a Presideht I think the country scion% of what is giving on. He is im-
will suet ite whorter is elected It occur' partial, fearless. and hontest.
to me that what this countrs needs most It WITS to me that there is a real need
is not a "good five cent cigar.- but an at present for a man f • f his qualities in
American Dramatist who has a whole our highest egeeithsr office
some enough mind too write a decent play.
Mark Bailey (Continued on Page Fowl
I choose to vote for Governor Smith
in 1928.
II C. Mitchell
I fail to he able to aork up any enthusi-
asm lbw either Smith (or Hon over.
Whitmore Scores Both Men
The Republican party has a very bad
record of corruption. Hoover was in tie
President's cabinet and never (once raised
his voice in protest at what was taking
place. He seems to lack courage.
To turn to Smith seems to me (of no
avail. A Tammany politician—s man of
little knowledge or experience beyond
New York politics. A Man who is not a
real liberal. I shudder at the idea of
Tammany in Washington.
Those who voted for LaFollette in the
last election have no real home in either
party and perhaps can only keep their
self respect by voting a protest vote for
Norman Thomas.
I shall Not vote for Smith.
Albert A. Whitmore
Smith Two Fisted Executive
It is my plan to vote for "Al- Smith.
lie is a "two fisted" type of executite and
has handled the affairs of the great state
of New York in a manner unparalleled.
Governor Smith is a genius in the
science of government and is always con-
H. C. White
• 11
Will Get $1500 Fund
The \i ('A. Drive is on. $1345) is the
goal. and the M.C.A. boys claim they're
going to get it Charlie O'Connor spoke
in Chapel Monday moor ll i ll g. calling the
students attention to the fine work and
benefits of the M.C.A., and urging all to
contribute in a generous manner. A ther-
mometer has been placed on the east side
.if the Bomok-stiore. SI14 pwing the daily
progress (of the drive. It's just approach
ing the warmer stage—all set to get hot
and boil.
Pledges are rolling in faster each olat
This year a minimum of two dollars is
asked. This means that SeVell hundred
and fifty men must pledge before the goal
is attained. Already several contribu-
tions are well above minimum. Someone
remarks. "It's sure worth a couple of
trips to Bangor.'"
University of Maine students for a
good many years have felt the Maine
Christian Association an essential im the
campus. The present student body can
be no exception, as the individual student
support is growing each day. It's a great
institution
(avails. weakened bs the hiss of Lynne
M.bott and Ken Young, Maine entered
the game at Orono Saturday the under
dog but held the Connecticut Aggies to a
scoreless tie Although the Bears out-
rushed the Aggies 14 to 5 first downs they
lacked the scoring punch in the six times
they threatened the Aggie goal. The
Maine line was strong on the defense, al-
lowing the Aggie crew only two first
downs by rushing. Main ripped the Con-
necticut line wide open and tore through
for long gains to take the ball in long
drives to the very shadow of the goal
posts, only to louse it 0I1 downs or an inter-
cepted pass.
MIKE COLTANT *
Both trams opened an ineffective pass-
ing game in the early minutes of play and
..ntinued their futile attempts through-
it the game. Maine completed just two
out of its nine attempts at forward pass-
es—some different from the Yale game.
The Aggies resorted to a long passing at-
tack, completing three out of 13 attempts.
This was the only way they could gain
any ground at all. Both sides intercepted
many passes ant the ball changed hands
six times Ihy this method.
The whole Maine team played heads up
fonothalf with the hue hooking like a stone-
wall and every man in the backfield star-
ring on the iff COSi sc. Captain Buzzell
made his usual number of pretty 11111% and
Moran Coltart and Airooldi showing up
well in the short line plunges.
Connecticut started the fray by kicking
off to Maine. Airoldi made a run back
of 25 yards and was downed on his 27
yard line. Buzzell was forced Si, punt and
the Alexis.% punted back after trying a
few unsuccessful jabs at the line. An
18 yard 11.111 by Moran and short Inc
plunges carried the ball to the Aggie 25
yard line where Ryan intercepted Buz-
zell's long pass 011 a futile scoring play.
The Aggies were forced to limit out of
(lamer and Maine carried the ball back
I I ',mil/1mq uuu rage rour)
Course Crabbers Undesirable Says
Piston; Brautlecht Never Met One
Professor Donald Piston of the ol, lio lp doom along welcome intent-
partment of physics and Professor gtiit diSCUi•ion in the classroom and any-
Charles A. Brautlecht of the department thing that makes the recitation hour more
of chemistry both hate course crabbers. profitable too the bulk of the class, but
but praise the type of student that takes
a real interest in his course. Their state-
notnnly likes a nog.
Ihniald Piston
ments follow : "Course crabbers" is probably a term
A course crabber is a sort of an hornet- - without a commonly accepted definition.
tual hog. His chief idea when he enters The principal reason for a student going
die classroom is to make a brilliant dis too college is to acquire knowledge and
play of his own knowledge and to insin- learn to understand both himself and the
tate himself into the good graces of the people and things about him which will
instructor. with the idea of thereby at ' lead to a happy life. The pursuit of
Issuing a better grade than he knows lie l knowledge has to a„ with the habit „f en-
ought to have. You can generally rteng l oleavooring to master problems and prat-
our him as the fellow who answers ant
question addressed to you by the teacher
before you yourself have a chance too
think it over and recite on it. In short,
he wants the credit for himself. The
same kind of individual goes by other
names in polite outside society, the minis-
depending on the politeness of the societs
The injunction "I kin't be a course crab-
ber" is not meant to discourage those
earnest students who want to do their best
work and get the most they can out of as fllo!lt teachers do, that there are 
many
their courses. We all have the greatest tinemions. Pertaining to subject matter,
patience with these, and will do all we can (('ontinued oft Pow foss')
lice thinking and as the memory gradu-
ally weakens, the reaso • ability of the
man who thinks should develop. There-
fore, the student should not hesitate to
ask questions, relevant to the subject be-
ing considered, as points not understood
and passed by may he the keystones to a
suitable understanding of a topic later.
I welcome the intelligent questions of stu
dents and regret that we do not have
more questions from students, knowing.
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THE MEMORIAL GYM CAMPAIGN
The Nlaine Campus Board iofficially endorsed the coining campaign
to raise funds to begin the construction of the Memorial Gymnasium at
the regular meeting Monday noon.
The decision of the undergraduate committee that such a campaign
should be conducted on the campus is the outgrowth of representativt
student sentiment on the question. Everybody feels that sufficient time
has elapsed without any actinn being taken in regard to the completion
if the building. ald that the gymnasium is really needed at once.
This is a big undertaking. and the generous finaccial cooperation of
the students will be a big factor in hastening the day when Maine can
lmoast of a fitting memorial to its .ioIdler dead.
THE OLYMPIC BANQUET
The ( )ympic banquet and recept on which the Track Club stag&
this week was without question one of the best gatherings of students.
faculty and alumni which have been put on here for several years. Elab-
orate plans were made to make the evening a menuorable one fin- the twit
men. Black and king. whose tiersistent effort non for them the much cov-
eted positions tin the 14.28 ( )lympic team. The evening was tine which
these athletes will remember for many years. Probably every person
who attended the affair will remember it. nap. We doubt that a more spr-
ite'(' meeting has been held at Maine in the past finir years: we do mot
kniow of a gathering of coaches, athletes and interested sportsmen which
has taken place during that time in this state. ( Me speaker declared that
it was the first Oympic reception to ever be held in any New England
university.
Two hundred people attended the banquet. ( this number about
(one hundred and fifty were students. This is a pretty poor showing for
a student body of thirteen hundred men and %%Armen. What was the rea-
son for this lack (of support ? Some say that the price of the banittet
tickets nas too high : this is a plod excuse for a imml er of students. The
rest weren't interested in the affair they have no spirit.
The "old Nlaine spirit" appears to be a thing of the past. We wonder
if it is gone for gnod. If there is any stoirit in the student body it will !'
have a chance to ciime out s(11111. Three big events are apprioaching the
State Series. the Memorial Gym drive, and Maine Night. I.et us hope
that these will receive better support than the tlympic 'banquet received.
BILL CUNNINGHAM FAILS
Bill Cunningham. sports nriter extraionlmary fin- the Bto tint Poo,t
failed too progniosticate correctly the loutctome of one finnball game last
Saturda%.
In a long article entitled "Little Fellows l'iet Worst of It." which
na• published in last Fridav's Posi. Mr. Cunningham woefully descri'wd
the conditions involved when a small universit like Maine plays a large
university like Yale on the gridiron, with the result that the former team
is badly crippled. Mr. Cunningham appeared to have all the facts of
the story correct but he made one prediction which we now take excep-
tion to. It follows. "Connecticut tough ill take 'ern like 'Fru ly took the
charmer' etc. It happens that Trudy had a neigh jolt in takino; the chan-
nel. but Bill didn't think of that, lie had the idea that Coach Brice would
be unable to get eleven men together to play the' game. Ilis idea was
W thug.
lillas tud the only expert who failed dismally. Most of the sports
writers of New England expected Nlaine to lose by a large score. All we
wish to say is that once again the L 'niversit iii Nlaine ha • surprised the
boy• - as usual.
ELIGIBILITY
Last spring ne recommended that a nen rule le established which
would place eligibility on a mint I asis. We suggested that 1.5 be the
bowest average which a man could I ave a still remain eligible fin- (out-
side activities This would make el git ii t• ru'es char ti all and would
take assay some of the numerous misunderstandings us Itch bother our
athletes and journalists,.
(hie of the chief aims (of the new Comm ttee (el lhieihhjtv is to inter
st mime students in holding (offices of responsibility on the campus. It i•
it fl diktat fin- one tio believe the fact • which the committee ha'. In-ought
to light regarding politics in the student Indy. ()ne hundred students are
holding all the nffices which govern thirteen hundred men and %%omen.
This place. the responsibility in the hands of a small eninher. which the
committee feels is an undesiralble thing.
We believe, with the committee, that the lack of college sp.rtt heti
is due in large measure itt the lack of respirisib My. When a man is
placed in charge of something of importance he degins Itt realire that he
must get the "spirit" of the undertaking if he wishes to make II a sn,.:ess.
We think that There would be better spirit at Maine if more students
were placed in charge of the activities here, and we stand behind the ef-
forts of the committee.
It is giving me the greatest pleasure
that in casting my first ballot I can Tulle
for an American man with the ability
training, and experience tof !travel
Hoover. and for a party whose platform
stain's ftw those principles toi prosperity
and lawfulness which the Republican par
ty support.
I agree with the statement tot Dean
Stetens that there should he an "ideal"
for President. and I beliete that the
American people when they chmoote a man
to represent them national' and inter-
nationally, should select the man best in
ever) respect I do not feel that ability
alone is enough to elect a man for we
should also look for those qualities of re-
finement and culture that may give the
necessary dignity to the highest official
position in the United States. and Her-
bert Hoover seems to be the man hest
fitted for the position at the present time.
A recent contributor to the ( antsue re
fers to the "muck of religious prenalice "
Personally I feel that if a person belietes
a candidate cannot so capabls conduct the
executive duties of his office, because of
ant' ties, he they social. political. r re-
ligious. that that is not the wisest possible
reason few voting against a man.
cry sincere') yours.
Barbara Johnson .29
Correspondence
Minor. The Maine Campus
Dear Sir :
Your Campus iii last work contained
one editorial item which is of extreme
interest to me. It was headed "Editorial
Requests." I feel that such an item
should not gui past Mill-NMI 54.111c
I ft1TilITTITIltTC. that the best place
too answer the complaint is through sour
on-respondence column.
In the first place, the state-noon that for
the past two weeks the dormitory men
of the freshman football squad hate been
going %Mout supper gives an abstolutely
false impression of the situation. It in-
fers that most of the players have been
going without supper nearly every night.
Such is not the case. There has bet'
only one night when the men have been
late that a late table was not set for them.
That night one of the players reported
that the team did not practice due to the
rain. The food was locked up. and none
flf the waiters were held in reserve to
wait on the late table. At about to 30, the
buys began to come in. They had been
practicing in the gymnasium. The chef
was located, the doors unlocked, and the
men got all there was left. Every other
night that the players have been late,
there hate been two or three tables of
eight places each set up for them.
In the second place, enough food is
saved back to serve at least twenty-five
men as it is served at the regular table.
That food is provided for the late track.
football, and any other men who have
been detained because of college activities.
There have not been at any time more
than twenty-four for this second table
We plan to keep in touch with the boys
and find out how many more are coming.
If one says that he is the last one, if the
waiter says, "Go ahead and clean it up,"
and if the chef locks up and goes home,
who should be blamed if nothing is left,
at least that is available, when, five or ten
minutes later, a couple (of men come
straggling in?
Why can't these men realize their sit-
uation and 11111%C a little faster? Why
can't they take a shower. dress and get
over here as quickly as the next one?
1Vhat (Ito these men think we are doing,
running an ev • g lunch? The supper
bell is rung at about 5:30. Half the time
the last man is not in by 6:30. How long
does one expect that the kitchen crew
should stay around? Most of them
would be through at to o'clock. Ytou say.
"What is Italy-five minutes?" Consider
that the chef and a helper, the pastr)
cook. the dish washing crew. anti the din-
ing room help have to stay until every-
ting in their respective departments is
cleaned up, put away, and in readiness for
the morning and that the waiters are
hangiit s. annuli' until the last dishes are
Ill the kitchen, then you will see that those
forty-hue minutes mean hours. Besides.
the kitchen crew is on duty from five
o'clock in the morning with one or two
hours off in the afternoon.
W'hat is the trouble? Are these men
taking three. or four times as long as
they should in changing up? Is it be
cause the coach keeps them ton long?
F:ven if it is, certainly the men dismissed
at the same time should be ready for sup-
per together. Yet they are not. I %vont('
suggest to these players that they make
nwire rapid change, that thy quit think-
ing that they have all night in which to
get over to the dorm.
I would furthermore suggest to the per-
son whose request for the editorial was
printed in the editorial columns of the
Campus that he look into the situation
and find out the facts of the case before
he again writes in that paper any state-
ment which implies such a detestable and
audacious lie as does the one which was
in last week's paper.
(Signed) Eldwin A. Wixson
Head Waiter at the Cemimons
Editor, The Cassipaa,
Dear Sir:
Your Campus has at last found and
actually put into practice its real purpose
It has been imbued with new life by a
certain few—writers and editors—who.
perhaps, have harked back to an age, noa
one hundred and fifty sears past. Wheti
spirited people founded a nation with
most excellent ideas—one of which was
freedom of the press. 1 (Ito not say
whether there has ever been absolute free-
dom of the press in any country, but we
will all agree. I think, that the twentieth
century in our states has witnessed ex-
treme narrow-mindedness on the part of
those gifted with power and influence.
and on the other hand, either an attitude
of indifference or a regretful lack of
moral courage among the rest of us and
that's not all—it's growing worse!
I commend and respect very much a
few contributors to the Campus for cer-
tain articles which have appeared in re-
cent numbers and also quite as much the
editorial board which has, figuratiteis
sepaking, accepted a challenge to break a
Maine tradition—never to put anything
of real interest in the publication or any-
thing which ,a few would not like. There
is, of course, a limit to the propriety of
al 'things. hut not fur a nuoment dto I be-
lieve that the board has overrun its
boundaries in those cases. nor do I be-
lieve, in fact, that as yet it has quite
reached the houndaries of expression of
opinion which become an institution such
as this; for where is an attempt to re-
form more in place than among men
and women whose ambitions in life, as
signified by their presence here, are so
intimately entwined with liberal education
and progressive ideas?
Concerning particular cases. I wish to
remind certain friends of two old adages:
"It's the truth that hurts" and "A guilty
conscience often convicts its possessor."
but these are neither here nor there—the
fact remains that the old "wastebasket-
liner" has been for about three weeks a
thing of the past. Now we aren't abso-
lutely sure what's in the enlarged four
pages until we have read them. More
power to you, writers and editors!
Sincerely yours,
Thomas G. Harvey
Editor, Campus,
Dear Sir:
My vote for President in November
shall be cast for Hoover. Perchance he
has not had his ear to the feverish pulsa
Mons of a mighty city nor felt the tre-
mendous urge for a new and progressitt
legislation. but I am confident that he will
reflect a briad. national and inteniational
policy which a ill be of decided benefit
to our nankin, and a credit to our White
/louse.
%.ersal R.4wy
Pres. Men's Student Senate
Carmela Ponselle To
Sint! In Banr Hall
Miss arnict.i pram,
*Trawl (If the Metrtopolibill ()pent I. mit-
puny'. New York. will Le the siolioist at
the annual fall festival concert to be held
in the Auditoriann, Bangor. on Wednes-
day evening, October 24th, an announce-
ment which has aroused unusual interest
among music-lovers who are familiar
with the sensational and brilliant career
of this young artist and which has re
suited in orders for tickets from many
eastern and 'northern Maine concert-go
erg.
Besides Miss Ponselle. Conductor .-del-
ben Wells Sprague will present numbers
the festival chorus and by the Bangor
St niphinis' torchestra of 65 players.FAitew of the Campo;
Dear Sir: .AS was the case at 
the annual Mas
festival, the chorus for the Ponselle con-
cert will include, besides the tarious town
choruses, the splendid chorus of nearly
100 singers from the University of Maine.
noteworthy addition of young %faces
aim., are entering into the festival aork
with spirit and enthusiasm.
The presence (of hundreds of school
teachers in Bangor t(or the annual meet-
ing of the Maine Teachers' Association
will mean a record-tweaking audience al
the Ponselle concert as tickets at reduced
prices are being (offered the teachers.
Swarthmore Chautauqua Here for
Four Days Next Month
The Syvarthmore Chautauqua is to he
at the University Nlaine Not emlwr
IS, In. 17, IS,
As has been the custom in the past the
IChautaisma is being brought here hs 1:tri-
m's fraternities and campus organizations
which guarantee the financial support
It is the practice of the Swarthmore
people no give an extra performance Sun-
day afternoon. when they visit a place at
the end of the week. The University is
again fortunate this sear in hating the
extra day.
The freshman elesen will plas Coburn
(lassies! Institute Saturday.
Maine Frosh Defeat
Notre Dame At Eleven
Ilanot F rush opened their sched-
ule Saturday by nosing out the husky
Notre Dame A. C. of Waterville 6 to 0.
The Freshmen Imoked strong with plenty
of good resene material in both the line
and the backnekl. Notre Dame was slow
and played indifferent football. Their
star back. R. Violette. did not shoW up
on the field until the second half oi the
game.
The game was slow and full oi funu
bles. showing that Bill Kenyon has much
work to (Ito this week to get a smooth
running team together for the game with
Coburn Saturday. Jasonis playing full-
back aas by. far the star of the game
He mole two long runs and plunged
through the line consistently for good
gains and made over half the tackles for
the Freshmen. Milton Sims hooked good
in the backfield as did Trafton and Rum-
azza. Libby and Wadsworth were the
strong factors in the line.
The freshman team was:
Wadsworth, Plummer. le; Fickett.
Feeley, It; Buzzell, Jenks, Ig; Robins.
Gross. c; Sullivan, Kasonek, rg; Libby.
Pease. rt ; Brigham. Lester. re; Arnold.
Trafton, Pine°. qb; Sims. Buchan. limb;
Rumazza, Riley, rhb; Jasonis. Hall. Le-
land, fb.
Touchdown. Sims.
Maine 0 6 0 0
Notre Dame 0 0 0 0
Referee, Pendleton, Bowdoin. Umpire.
Kent, Maine. Linesman. Brice, Maine.
Time-. 2 In's and 2 8's.
CAMPUS OFFICERS
Agricultural Club
President. tuMerwyn F. Woodward. Al'?H
Vice-President. Kenneth R. Haskell,
University Boarding House
Secretary. M. Stetson Smith, University
Boarding House
Treasurer, Rutillus Ii, Allen, Al'? House
All Maine WoMell
President. Sadie Thompson. Balentine
Hall
Secretary-Treasurer, Katherine Marvin,
North Hall
Alpha Chi Sigma
President. Emory Ridluiti, AE thouse
Vice- President. ( ((Norge N10(1(11(1, 118 11
House
Secretary. Reginald Adams, *NIA House
Treasurer, George Sawyer. +HA House
• Alpha Gamma Rho
President. Vernon A. (iamut:
Vice-President. Morton S. Parsions
-Secretary. S. M. McIntire
Treasurer, Paul J. Findlen
Alpha Omicron Pi
President, Priscilla Sawyer, Mt. Vernon
House
V ice- President, Sybil I ..each. Balent me
I tall
Secretary. E • st. Itarn.ws Pauline Nick-
erson. Balentine Hall
Treasurer. Elizabeth Masms Balentine
!tall
.alpha Tau ( Malta
President. I irontge \Viviter
Vice- President. John LaPlant
Secreary, Franklin E. Pearce
Treasurer. John I), Walker
Alpha Zeta
President. Merton Parstons. AI'? I louse
Vice-President. Rinillus Allen. A '1"
Ihnew
Secretary. Robert (*handler. Mill House
Treasurer, Kenneth Ilaskell. A''P 'house
American Chemical Socha)
Chairman. J F Kalotach. ()non
Vice-Chairman, It. F. Braun, 2117 CoAege
Road, Orono
Secretary-Treasurer. II. 1-riedman,
()ront.
Vice-President, Edward Pa'mer. Itlill
i 
louse 
. ot Hale. +11K Ilonse
AmericanSociets of Cis Engineers
President. J Elli 
Secretary. J. W \Vixen's. ox !louse
Treasurer. Russell I I. 'cribtter. BK 11..ust
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
President. .Archibald Van Smith. AEA
House
V ice- President. Elmer t;. /Joni on, A To
House
Secretary -Treasurer. I ie.,rge
+r.s House
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
President. W. Balch
Secretary 
-Treasurer. I.. F. Snider
.‘ihielif
l'resnlem. ores M (''tart, RII I, 'use
Vice- l'restdent. Charles E. O't uu.
X AK House
Sectrtars. Fred hail, tvX House
:senior NIErnher. Roderick rt.01111or.
Kull House
flalentine I tall
:'resident. I. lain Callaghan
Read 'Ent
And Weep
Ti. the Editor of the Campus:
I have been watching with great inter-
estest the development of your Read 'Ern
and Weep column. Sometimes I feel that
there is more chances to Weep than tt.
Read.
Of course I realize the handicaps in
work of a hack writer. I know that h,
always produces a prmligious amount
material that never reaches the public et.
because it is the sort of stuff that
be—ah—repressed, all of which make, tilt
situation very discouraging because it le
just this slight crudeness which the puliii,
craves. We all know- that people
scandal just like a college man loves
and necking (according to the wr.,:%:
impression). (brie writes more ea•i .
from experience and for this reason I
believe that our rising University Wm
should be shown a little more night hi,'
Just something to pep up the column*
In advising these amateur writers ma'
suggest three things?
First, weigh every statement. One c..1
not take too many precautions. The I
Doo of M.I.T. recently published the
story of one of our Maine farmers all. s
I greatly admire. If he had not been
that cautious, persistent type of manhood
which our country so sadly lacks toda,
might have been led to believe hin
dead. Well, here is his story:
"Two backwoodsmen in Maine len
at the door of a house at the edge i •
forest.
"'Hello, FA,' said one of them t
fanner who came to the door. 'Sat
come across the dead body of a mail
there in the hollow. an' we kinds' th.
Issas you.'
"'That so? W•hat'd he look Ii
asked the farmer.
"'Well. he aas about your build—
'blare on a gray flannel shirt?'
"'Yep.'
''Boots?'
"'Was they knee boots or hip boots.
"'Let's see. Which was they. Charley.
knee boots or hip boots? Oh yes. they
was hip boots.'
" •Nope.' said the farmer, Twasn't
* • • s • •
See I, Always write dope that is pal-
atable but still is a little hard to swalloa.
It sticks hinter. Take the case of Mar'.'
having the little lamb. See what a Ion.:
run that story's had!
Third, Be brief and to the point
ails best illustrate. this by another ••
taken frum the Sniper:
lie: "Some dew outside."
She: "Yeah. but I don't."
Hoping my suggestions ma) he of •
use to your hoard. I ant merely
Phillup Spa.-
.banquet we had for "Rip" Black.
A hero in football and track;
Thu he's tongue-tied. we know
lie's not muscle-bound. so.
His eloquence we'll not attack.
• • • • • •
We have heard from reliable st •
that the All-Nlaine Women have
plans for a Teaalansant and Coffe•
at the Midway Pavilion OH Maine '
Mr. and Mrs. James A. II:set/taiga'
chaperone. ()t the same evening the •
Mr Skulls a ill attend the Maine '
Itt r "all at Pea Cote. As yet no
crone has been discovered.
• • • • • •
The Department of Physical I-
tion fir %%Innen at the University
Maine has announced that it will in
c. mese in I fi . op the handkerchief
thow soung ladies who are physical- .
able to go out for hockey. Some of •
who are playing hockey may take
own'
The Kappa "Sifts- hate picked a
final:all team to he announced iii
WrIrk"‘ Cil/fItlf.C. "Zak" Zakarian
been chosen manager. Madeline 1i.
rmtdestly denies that she has been el'
captain.
Manchester Haynes Wheeler '27.
'2”. wishes to call attentiton too the
that it svas a Norse tif another color
under the same name who cuntribute.
letter to last week's ('ampus.
We wish more itt :CUT professors slurr
"Paddy's" Was. lie says it doesn't
terest him to hear other people talk.
• • • • • •
Many a dewy bud of girlhood looks
a blooming idiot to wane professors.
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F.S. Marine Band Plays
In Bangor Friday Night
a delightful
,-ntertanunent will he presented on the
.,iternoon and evening of Friday. ( )ç l'.
,snen the United States Marine Band.
•• he President's Own." will give con
irts in the Bangor Auditorium under the j
01-Tiers of the Kiwanis club, the pro-
,ssIs of which will be used for the hem-
:it of unprivileged children of Bangor.
The U. S. Marine Band is acknowledged
• he one of the finest if not the leading
and in the U. S.. and many who have
.,,ard it over the radio will doubtlessly
• .ke advantage of the privilege of both
o lug and hearing these artists when they
• tsar in Bangor.
; he program is made up of a variety
selections. Each selection is chosen
its attraction and appeal too a certain
.up of musical tastes. There are !tum-
ors for the musical intelligentsia such
Liszes Hungarian Rhapsody No. 14,
mol Wagner's Overtures from "Tann-
'Amer." Selections from the day's fav-
rites, blue melodies, **Valencia," and the
ike, will be rendered, while old fashioned
:..miliar folk song melodies are not for-
35 Co-eds Are Present
At 1931 Eagle Banquet
I to last Sunday morning the Sophomore
Eagles held a picnic for Sophomore and
Freshman co-eds at Piney Knoll. About
thirty-five of the aforesaid co-eds started
Balentine Hall at eight thirty.
he it be mentioned! The tramp
T.. the Knoll. enlivened by several rendi-
tions of the "Stein Song" which all hoped
would be appreciated by Sunday morning
sleepers. was accomplished in short (wil-
der A real outdoor breakfast was served
!Immediately after the girls arrived. Fol-
lowing the breakfast came the main
event of the picnic—a treasure hunt.
Each one was given direction sheets by
the pirates (Evelyn Winslow and Mar-
gar, Fellows) and started on the trail of
th. casure. The successful hunters were
llildreth Montgomery '32 and Doris Bal-
lard '32. The treasure was for one a
oleof candlesticks and the other a
t•tern. stove. The unanimous opiniom of
present was that the affair was "a
godo time." The Eagles are con-
.idering having another such picnic some
!line soon.
l'hi Kappa Men Moving
New Home This Week
-the Phi Kappa fraternity is complet-
nig final arrangements to move into its
new boom:. the old Webster mansion.
which was built by the founder Of the
town of Webster for his home. It is a
tine type of Colonial architecture and
has many points of structural interest.
The cellar foundation, composed of huge
blocks of granite, took a year and a half
too complete. All rooms have hardwood
floors and fireplaces. The first floor
rooms on the west side open out through
wide. swinging plate glass doors on to a
hr. ad veranda. The two froont adjoinint:
..oms are ideal for dancing and will ac-
mmodate between forty to fifty couples.
\ staircase oof oak leads to the second
ol.sor where the fraternity plans to have
rosoms. The third floor will be
••-cd as a rampasture. A large garage is
wens, with the house. Ti the rear
the ice and storage houses. There is
a tennis court.
In a grove of pines, a few minutes walk
from the house is a chalet. The cottage
olecoorated in Swiss style arid has lead-
.ol windows and hand wrought hardware.
X huge fireplace is inside this binding.
Between the mansion and the chalet is a
inaint summer house. The acquisition of
this property makes a distinguished addi-
tioon too the fraternity honISCS of the uni-
sersity campus.
The Spanish Club is making extensive
is for a musical operetta to be pre-
-overt to the student body prior to the
I hristmas recess.
This club is composed of students in-
terested in the study of Spanish and mem-
bers derive much benefit. This year the
Club is under the supervision of Profes-
sor Cabrara who is taking a great deal
of interest in the club and intends to put
the work on a higher plane than it has
it held. Numerous plans have already.
• en made for instruction and entertain-
ment.
The operetta bids fair bi he one of the
best events on the campus this year.
spanish dances, songs. love scenes. Mitt-
hathours. tambourines, senoritas. and
eserything else that is needed are all in-
cluded in the program and an English in-
terpretation will be gisen to all parts.
Professor Cahrara, a new instructor at
the Universits-. is a talented man.
has spent a great deal of time in studs ing
the language both in America and Spain. ,
Mr. Cabrara is well suited for the enor-
mous task which he has laid out for .
himself .
The students are coo-operating excel-
lently and the operetta hefts fair to he a I
splendid performance.
Dean Cloke Summarizes
Engineers' Curriculum
Dean tloke of the College of Technol-
ogy gas..' a brief summary of the different
disisions in the engineer's curriculum in
his talk at the regular Moondas !morning
chapel. He explained that there were
four distinct divisions in engineering—
civil engineering. chemical engineering,
mechanical engineering and electrical eng-
ineering. "Chemical engineering ma) be
found in parts of all M. 011ertl civiliza-
tion." said Dean Choke. "The chemical en-
gineer must studs quantitative and quali-
tative analssis and various other chemis-
try courses in relation to engineering.
The civil engineer must learn the con-
structi )))) of bridges, dams and roads and
must know something of sanitary engi-
neering. The electrical engineer learns
how to design electric generators and
must know the law of electric circuits
while the mechanical engineer knows the
law of heat in connection with boilers and
engines."
Dean Choke explained that some types
of construction go far back. "Even in
our own state of Arizona there are rem-
nants of buildings left by some ancient
civilization. Most people think that en-
gineers must be rough but this is not so,"
he continued. "There is culture and ap-
peal in engineering as there is in any-
thing else and it calls for a man of high
character as well as physical fitness to
be a successful engineer. He must also
have strength of mind and perseverence."
Dean Claim concluded his talk by telling
his audience about the Technology Ex-
periment Station of which the majority
of persons here know little if anything.
This station is in close cooperation with
the state highway department and all the
cement, steel, etc., used by this department
is tested in the Technology laborators.
Dean Cloke's address was preceded by ,
an announcement conce g the Olympic
banquet to be held Tuesday night and
another about the M.C.A. drive this week.
A trio consisting of Harold Inman, violin.
George Rose. piano. and Leo I liggins. cel-
lo, furnished music.
Eligibility For Extra
Activities Explained
The fourth ruling of the eligibility reg-
ulations for holding offices in extra cur-
riculum activities, which reads "that any
student who fails to comply with eligibil-
ityy regulations shall be declared ineligible
for the remainder of the year.- is MR re-
troactive. Briefly this means that if a
student or committee of students should
violate any of the eligibility regulations
MAINE FRESHMAN FOOTBALL SQUAD
John Jasonis
Captain Frosh Eleven
John Jasionis of Norwood High School.
Norwood, Mass., was elected captain of
the freshman football eleven Monday. At
high school he played on the varsity foot-
ball, basketball and baseball teams for
four years. Ile was a star in all three
sports. While a sophomore at Norwood
he became interested in swimming and
began to learn to dive at the Noorwood
Civic Association. That year he won his
first New England Lowboard Diving
championship beating Dave Browning if
Huntington School who was National
Junior Diving champion. As a junior at
high school "Dumpy". as Jasionis is
called by his friends, held every New-
England Highboard and Lowlaosard title in
existence. Last year he was sent to the
Olympic diving tryouts in Los Angeles.
California. by the New England Olympic
Association. Two days before the trials
he became injured and consequent!p could
not compete. The freshman team should
make rapid strides under such able leaol •
ership. He has proven himself to be a vers
consistent fullback by his work on the
field this year.
•
enry tthmanow ins
Dean Stevens, Prize
Henry D. Ito dnal Of II untingtton
School, Roston. Mass, was awarded a
prize of five dollars in gold by Dean Stew-
that student or committee of students ens for the best paper on
 "An Educated
would each be declared ineligible to hold Man and a Cultured Man." The an
nounce-
ment for this contest was made by the
any new office from the time of the viola- Dean during Freshman Week. The paper
tion until the end of the year. Office held had to be under seventy-five words. All
previous to the actual violation would freshmen were eligible to compete. After
not be affected by the penalty. coonsitleration the nommittee picked tin'
Mr. Pollard stated that he was confi- following paper: "an educated man is oall'
dent that the student body, realizing the whose knowledge has been imparted to
constructiveness and importance of these
regulations, would refrain from any vio- • 
hint by his instructors. His education
Ix' good or had according to the
lations of them and thus not force the! 
may
' 
use .if this fourth ruling, 
teachings of the educators who have
trained him. A cultured man is one who.,
Fraternity Parties policies are to 
partake of the best thing'
in life. His appreciation of art. his moor-
() als. his beliefs. and his customs have 
all
pen Social Season • been shaped by his contacts with society."
Mainc's siicial was, 41 was USherell iii
last week by a number 3f fraternity house
parties held in honor of the pledges.
On Friday evening the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon party was held. Capt. and Mrs.
Stewart and Mrs. Edith McCollum chap-
eroned and Don Tracy. Dick Thompson,
Phil Churchill. Noralooxl Mansur and
John Sturgis formed the committer. Colt-
by O'Brien's (orchestra played.
Beta Theta Pi. Alpha Tau Omega. Sig-
ma Chi and Delta Tau Delta all had par-
ties on Saturday evening. At Beta the
chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Youngs. Ken Brown, George Packard
and Fred Colby were in charge of ar-
rangements. Alpha Tau Omega had
newlv painted and furnished rooms in
which to entertain. Their chaperones
were Mr. awl Mrs. Stanley Wallace. Cob-
by O'Brien's orchestra furnished music
and the committee was made up if Press.
Pierce, Art Lufkin and Jack Walker
At Sigma Chi right across the was. Pro-
fessor and Mrs. Swift and Professor
and Mrs Chadhourne chaperoned and
Ilarold 1.1.ivics orchestra played. Hank
Giants. Gibber Luce and Bill Ilamblet
made arrangements for the Delta Tau
Delta party at which Frankie Shea's or-
chestra played. Professor and Mrs. Lu-
cas chaperoned. A few Connecticut men
attended as guests.
A special chapel is to he held next
'Thursday at which the speaker will be
Austin 11. MacCormick. Alumni Secre-
tary of Bowdoits
Mr. MacCormkk is much interested in
Prison Reform and some phase of this
will be his topic next week. During the
past sear in preparation for the 192fl
Handbook of American Prisons he has
visited every prison and reformatory for
adults in this country. Mr. MacCormick
is an unusually interesting and convincing
speaker.
The Junior gi‘e a 'tag dance
in the gymnasium on Friday esetting..
Faculty Mgr. Kent was forced to take
j Knaut. the Conn. Aggie center, to the
hospital due to a shoulder injury. In the
three years the Aggies have played up
here. it has been necessary to attend to
a man for injuries, each time the injured
part being the right shoulder. Knaut did
not get hurt during the game, but while
w-arming up before the start of the sec-
ond half. His injury was found to be a
minor one.
! The hi-monthly meeting of the Maine
1 Outing Club was held last Welnesdas
evening at 7:30 in 17 Winslow. Plans
were made for an (overnight hike to their
cabin at Chemo this coming week end..
The hikers will leave the campus about
2:00 o'clock Saturday afternoon and will j
retunt Sunday morning. All those wish-
ing to go will please lease their names
with Kid Laughlin at the Phi Kappa Sig
House or with Alice Bagley at Balentine
If the yearly dues of $2 are paid befooro
hand the trip is free. Dr. l'oung oof
Biology department is chaperoning
FRED C.PARK
HAIRDWAR
PLUMBING
CiPORTING GOODC.)
PAINTS
WALL PAPER"
6
, CUTLERY ,1
33Mill St — Orono
Varsity Hockey Squad
Victorious In Wet Game
III the lace of a biting %Ind and
drenched by ocacsional showers, the tar
sity hockey team met the freshmen last
Saturday morning and defeated them.
In the first half the varsity gave an
exhibition of poor hockey. They swung
madly at the ball, drove it blindly in esers
direction, and made no progress toward
their goal. The play was for the most
part in the center of the field.
The freshmen were good on passes.
and their defense stopped any varsity ad
sauce to their goal. Twice the freshmen
forwards carried the hall down to their
goal (only to lose it when the varsity hacks
cleared it out with long shots to the
wings. The score at the end id the
was 0-0.
The varsity came back in the second
half with renewed energy. Front tia
time the whistle blew for the first hill
they kept the ball in their possession, and
within a few minutes made three goals
The teamwork so conspicuously lacking
in the first half was now in evidence.
Both teams were hindered by the coil
dition of the field. It was slippery at
wet. Long passes were impossible, and
dribbling became a series of scoops.
The varsity was at a disadvant.,
with the absence of four first-string p as
ers—the smooth working combination
Collins and Webster as right full and
half. ('apt, Mary Robinson]. center 1,,t
ward and Kneeland right wing
•
PARKS VARIEIY
6TATION [RV
reetinc CarO
GLASS WARE
Neve(tief
HEADQUARTERS
PARTY GOODS
33 Mill St.— Orono
The Senior Skulls wish too make the
following announcements:
All freshmen who wish to hate sopho-
more privileges should send a written
petition to the mesident of the Skulls,
stating all the facts of the case.
Cpperclassmen are requested to refrain
from wearing freshman caps.
Eaying the
Blues away
The new I shades
that University
Men I will wear
for Fall arc Varsity
( ;ray and I It)rizon
13Inc-(ir5y.
By lhaehurn
535 Sit' S/5
JOHN T. CLARK CO.
BANGOR
Rig Annual Sale
Starting Thursday, Oct. 18th
and \\ niter suits, i i ii. .;it.. and topcoats
at lowest prices
B. K. H1LLSON'S
New Line of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Tuxedoes at $35.00
Tuxedoes also rented at $3.00
I am ;ilium t., install a 11.,finianti presset
Good service guaranteed
Ben War
OLD TON a
Pim R. IlussEY, '12
Bangor, Maine
IMPRESENTED NY
NEVV YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
B1,1"17,
SHINE.% ‘1.1, Nli I I.
11.11i./111OZ c-huh recommoultil for ch.:mint: brass buttons
on uniforms
W. A. MOSHER CO., Orono, Maine
nope _ I'm
wearing
FLORSHEIPIS
A hantaret ass held ',1111.1:11) night at the
M. C. A. building for the membership
committees Of Ow Manic hristian As-
sociation, and the Maine branch of the
Y. ‘V. C. A. which are II, .1.1ifig their an-
nual. extensive drives for ncss incinhrrs
this week.
1 he members of the Committee turn
in their reports each night, and the rela-
ti‘e standing oof each fraternity and of
the other organizations on the campus is
to he published.
t harks I l'Ciinnor was toastmaster at
the banquet and other speakers included
Prof. Willard. Mr. Metzner, Mr. Field-
er, Arlene Robbins '29 and Archibald
Smith '29.
President Clifton D. Gray of Bates
College will speak at Vespers this coming
Sunday. Through the kind invitation of
the Maine Christian .‘ssociation.
LAND THEATREORONO MAINE
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 19 & 20
"WINGS"
With Ssmphonic Orchestral
Accoompaniment
Prices
Matinee-- All Seats 35r
Evenings—All Seats-50f
Special Matinee Saturday at 10
A.M. when children will be admit-
ted for 10r. All others 3.54
Monday. Oct. 22
"THE ESCAPE" with
William Russell and Virginia Valli
Tuesday. Oct. 23
The great stage play
"THE LION AND THE
MI/USE-
With an all star cast
ednesitay • Oct. 24
The picture you have all heel.
waiting for
"WALKING BACK" with
Richard and Sue Carroll
Thursday. Oct. 25
George Bancroft in
"THE SHOWDOWN"
"CHUM NIGHT"
is ito o• here. See particulars soon
in re :ard too this real fun !novelty
•
•
•
Happy
moments
It hen you're all spruced up
in it 11111 IP spi Iry Florsheim
shin s U Mir WIly to see
your -MU. and
/
--
And it suddenly starts raining so
hard it takes the crease right out
of your trousers—ANYWAY—
Are your
ree6 we
9
Ifs a happy m nt when you
realize that at least _you've ar-
ri red u ill, your Florsheims
looking just as snappy as ererl
As far JIM Flornheim Shoes are
concerned—Wm always fair
weather! That'm because Flor-
I helm.. ghe Nola all the built-in
dual it and stipremeh fine work-
manship of trite custom-made
footwear. Hat what a difference
iii their price'. The economy of
Florsheims will make you sit up
_and take notice!
•
finitis1111111's To0,erv Shop
Old boss and Orono
4
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Professor Fitch Is
lS.ntin •e‘‘. • • Booki 
Professor A L. Eitch's text hod: on
the fundamentals of physics will he pub-
lished in the near future by the New York
publisher Thomas" Y. (rowel] Priifessoir
Fitch's dissatisfaction user the lack of
conciseness in other elementary ph sit.'
text books and their failure toi treat phys-
ics from a strict!) modern standpoint !eel
him, three years agt i. to start ciimpilne!
the subject material for this book. . This
volume Will foyer appniximately three
hundred pages. The 1.4W of Conservation
of Energy is used as a basic urine
throughout the text. Electricity is treat-
ed trolls the electrionw theta') and heat
from a intilovidar or mechanical stand
isi.nt It is out. f the few if not the 011:
1ihs si.is 111111k %loch priiperly describes
the method of Michaelson.; theory 4 it the
Art
should he
preserved!
se/vs
-
Don't waste esthetic effort on the
kind of slicker that won't last. Use
a genuine Tower's Fish Brand
Slicker—a background worthy of
your masterpiece.
Fish Brand Slickers are not only
better looking—they stay that way.
They're built to take any sort ot
beating you or the weather can give
them.
The -Varsity" model is a big.
handsome. roomy coat, full-lined.
It has a corduroy-faced collar, with
or without a strap. Buttons or
buckles as you choose, and the
patented -Reties" edge that keeps
water out of the front. The po.kets
are wide and deep and rip-proof.
Your choice of colors.
Best of all, a Fish Brand Shaer
--
The Rainy Day Par—sosts not
• bit more than others. And you
can buy it anywhere. A. J. Tower
Cumpany. Bi,ston. Mass.
rowER's
Student , „n rianizations
Endorse New Gym Drive
Members of Dehatinis,
Council .Ire Selected
--s--
Reamnizing the worth of the camp:sign 1 he Debating Council Maile up to 
rep
for funds to complete the construction of resent:dives from the Men's 
Council and
the Memorial Gymnasium-Armory. many! the Women's Council has 
been selected
prominent organizations have quickly The members are: Mr. Edward Stern,
sponsored the movement. The All-Maine secretary for the men.: Mr. Charles 0'-
Women were the first to give official Connor. chairman: Miss Ihoris Beast-1y,
sanction to the movement. The Senior secretary for the women; Miso Alice
Skulls. the Maine Campo, the M C.A Houghton Bagley. assistant secretary for
the WeitTlell: Mr. Bricker, director. The
stork of this group will consist in estab- president of the International Relation
.ishing the policies to be pursued and ar- Club; president of Pi Gamma Mu. na-
ranging the schedule of debates. Itional social science honorary society :
The Jury System has been chosen • as: chairman of the Industrial Relations tint-
the subject to be worked on by the mittee of the Colby Y.M.C.A.; member
Women's Council. Mr. Ibbotson. the and officer of the Kappa Delta Rho social
Librarian. is now at work on the loading- fraternity; and document clerk in
raphy. As S. • 41 as this has been corn- Colby College Library
piled debating will begin in earnest.
IContintied jr.,111 Paw ()Hehours' credit will be given to all those who
attend the weekly meetings with a certain Memorial Committee Is Faced with
degree of regularity. The Council is try- Big Problem
the beginning of his junior year and by 
to make this year's work as interest-ing present students will put their shoulder'
ing as possible and would like to enema.- to m  .persistent plugging and application made . the wheel and do a real job of which
the track captaincy the next year. lie 
whether age all girls nr not they have l they will always be proud and feel that
in 
visited the 1924 Olympics and there be- had allY 
experience debating to "lie they have a big share in this silent tribute
came possessed with the ambition to he the meetings*
the Y.W.0 A.. the Masque. the !inn'
Mural .k. A. are others which hate sig-
nified their willingness to endow the cam-
paign
Several more groups will be announced
in next week's Campus. The general
trend id. Ni1K11:111 sentiment is strongly
ia%orahle lo the dike
I ( ontiltiled frotil rain'
Many Attend Dinner for Maine
Olympic Men
Two Colby Men To Try
For Rhodes Honors
a competitiir, not an observer. at the next
games. lie did.
Ring retracted the words he- uttered his
senior year to the effect that he windel
rather the captain of a State chain
1111mship leant than to possess a degree.
Rip Black was then called .111 14i say a
few words lie thanked everybody and
I.' ped nit ire Maine nwn x1,12141 make in
Olympics.
President Bit:adman on behalf of the
Track Club then presented the two men
vvith of M. seal gold rings.
Snappy music and well-led cheers kept
t he NO odd present in a happy ntis ci at
%t hat proved to be a gala event in the [16-
%er-sky's histiwy.
The affair was put on by the Track
' (info. with its president, George I). Bixby
, in charge.
Emmett Leveille who has been employed
' at the University Store for ten years. re-
signed this week to accept another posi-
tion. I lorace Bell, '28, has been appointed
assistant manager of the store.
(('ontanord from I ve One)
Course Crabbers Undesirable Says
Piston; Brautlecht Never Met One
,twitin should ask.
I )e'fi ee i tt g a "course crabber" as tile
who seeks favoritism. I have never met
one and he would receive little cons:der-
ation. Employers of college graduate.s
want men of excellent character, health.
perstinality and schlilarship and the en-
gleavior to learn assigned subjects thor-
oughly is to he commended.
C. A. Brautlecht
CRI I 1cM. I NSPECI 14.N IS INVITED!
Bart Murray. leading 'irk azithority. has designed for us this
Fall a superb group of Suits and Overcoats which we guarant.c
will appeal to men of cultured taste in apparel. Our Nlurray
models are smart yet conservative in drape and pattern, marvelous-
ly tailored in every detail. Adler-Rochester tailored.
A truly unusual value at $45.
VIRGIE'S
ORONO
The following men were selected
represent Colby in the competition for the
Rhodes Scholarship on December 8. 1924.
Nathaniel L. Sikowitz '29. of Brooklyn.
N. Y.; honor student at Colby for three
years; member of the Colby debating
squad; and non-fraternity man.
Enwst E. Miller '29. of Bethel, Conn.:
editor-in-chief of the Colby ECHO:
to Maine's dead.
"Yes, we have some job alright. How
much of the load are the students ready
to lift?"
t, Paqt. ( )11e
Three Prizes Offered for Campaign
Slogan
5. Each slogan should be written tin a
separate slip (of paper on which should
be also the name and address of the •
author. Slogans should he addressed to—
Slogan Contest, Alumni Office, Campus.
6. A committee of three disinterested r
faculty members shall determine the win-
ners of the prizes, which will be awarded!
at a special assembly on Monday. Oct. 29..
(Continued from Page One)
Campaign for Funds to Complete
New Gym to Be Held
.1.:mwrcia..men have had the use til
the Indoor Field and know its value. If
new Gonstruction is started as planned,
the present freshman and sophidmire
classes will benefit greatly from the gym-
nasium.
"We are all proud of what has been
dime. We beiast (if our big Field !louse.
Our committee in making a decisii it10
put tin a campaign feels that sse should
share in this wonderful Memorial and
that men and Worlteil alike will join in
putting over a really big campaign that
will he a lasting credit to the classes of
1929, 1930. 1931 and 1932."
Details concerning the campaign vs-ill
be announced in next week's Canopus.
N T If OF THE WORLD'S SERIES
Three riumphant Yankees
conduct the Blindfold test . . .
and MILLER HUGGINS picks OLD GOLD
The Babe and Lou here will tell you
that there is ()ilk one 11111. to choose
a pitcher . . . iutd that's to send him
into the bo‘ and let him twirl a few
innings.
So the best way to choose a ciga-
rette is to put them all through their
paces in the blindfold test.
In the lest I haNe just made, 01.1)
GDI u plaved right into my mitt. Its
zippy !la% or and mellow smoothness
couldn't be touched by the other
three brands.
C P Levitking Co.. Eat, IMO
N71.ide from the hewer-tenets of the reitoon Near
LOU GFII RI (;
witor,s to the telt
!SUFFER HUGGINS
(who made the test)
In the dressing room it Nevin Field in Detroit,
Babe Ruth and I 1111 Gehrit gave the blindfold
eig•rette test to Manager Miller Huggins.
The lemons ankee pilot was asked to smoke
BARE RUTH
(witness to the test
each or the four leading brands, .....ring his
taste with coffee between smokes. I Infs one
que•tion was asked, "which one di. sou like
best?''
' 'OTHER AND BETTER — "NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD"
NOTICE!
All those who have not turned in the -
money for the bear, are asked to turn i•
in to Milton F. Kent. before Saturday.
.k11 candidates for the positions of stage
manager, electrician. and property man-
ager of the Maine Masque are requested
to report next Tuesday afternoon at 4:15
to Prof. Bailey's office.
The Agricultural Club, commonly
known as the "Heck" Club, will hidd a
dance in the Gymnasium. November third.
George Rose and his orchestra will fur-
nish the music.
(Cont fr,oni Page Otte)
Crippled Maine Eleven Holds
Conn.
to the t tinnecticut 17 yard line. The Ag-
gie line held and on the fourth down a
long pass from Gowen to Buzzell failed.
giving the hall to Connecticut. They
drove the ball eight yards through the
Maine line as the quarter ended.
A 22 yard pass from Ryan to Fisher
opened the second quarter. Airoldi inter-
cepted a pass on Maine's 47 yard line.
Maine started another long drive that
looked like a sure score but Fisher
stopped the rush on the 32 yard line when
he intercepted Buzzell's pass. The Ag-
gies made a first down on short plunge,
and a 5 yard pass but were forced to punt
Oil the next play Buzzell made 12 yard,
but fumbled when tackled. Fisher recov-
ered, starting up the side line for the
Maine goal. Ile was tackled on the six
yard line and he fumbled when tackled.
It was Maine's ball its-hen it rolled offside
as a Maine man had last touched it in
the scramble. Maine punted out and Vail
stopped the Aggie passing game when he
intercepted a long pass. The half ended
Maine I Tette(' the second half by using
the short kick. It failed and the Aggies
had the ball on their 45 yard line. The
Aggies were forced to punt and Maine
started to rush up the field but were halt-
ed at midfield when Wilson intercepted a
pass. The Aggies again punted to the
Maine 4 yard line and here Maine started
the prettiest drive of them all-70 consec-
utive yards only to lose the hall on down,
on the Aggie 30 yard line. This drive
was accomplished by consistent five and
six yards gain by all of the backfield.
The quarter ended as the Aggies tried
vainly to buck the Maine line.
Connecticut punted to the 37 yard line
to open the last period. The only real
pass that Maine completed came at this
point when Buzzell threw to Ted Palmer
for 25 yards. Another pass of 15 yards
was allowed because. of interference. with
the receiver bringing the ball to the 17
yard line. but here the Aggies again took
the ball front Maine on dust-its. After au
exchange of punts the Aggies started
- their only real drive of the afternoon
from their 20 yard line. Short plunges
and long passes brought the hall to the
Maine 43 yard line. On the last play of
the game Buzzell intercepted a 25 yard
pass.
Summar) :
UtiNN. AGGIFMAINE
Black. le
It  rt, Sarse.erTs."TTICI:prt!
Zakarian. c
\D.aivii.s,riNltoyer. le
c. Knaut. Statistic
Colaeurei,.
rg. Oilman
timed,. Lynch. rt lt, Hawkins, Chubbuck
Palmer. re le. Wilson
Cohan. qh   qb. Ryan
Buzzed!. Capt.. !hit rhb. Fisher
Moran. rhh lhh. NIcCombe. Groat
fh fh, Flydal. !larger
Referee. ('arroll, Bates. Umpire. Nel-
son, Springfiekl. Head linesman. Pendel-
tom Bowdoin. Time, 13 minute periods.
Freshman Harriers
Defeat- Brewer High
The ireslunan cross (sown-) team scored
its second victory of the season yesterday
on Alumni Field heating Brewer High
School In to 40. The time turned in vsas
considered good by Coach Jenkins.
Summary:
I. Gunning '32, Time 13:09; 2. Austin
'32; 3. Dekin '32; 4, Fuller '32: 5. Ivers
"B"; 6, joy '32; 7, Verieel "B": S. Prince
"B": 9. Finnegan "B": 10. Merriam '32:
11. Norwood "B".
The freshmen again swing into act)..t1
Saturday afternoon racing Lee Academy
here at Orono.
("Continued from Paw One)
Garland Supports Hoover
I will support Hoover in the coming
election. I have no doubt but that he still
be the next president. He has the qualifi-
cations that will enable him to give a
vapid businesslike administration. Ili,
administration will offer an advance in
the solutiton of many of the econiornic
problems ctttsfrtinting itur country.
Cecil G. Garland
Brautlecht Republican
I expect to vote for Mr Hoover be-
cause of his record and his experience.
In my estimation. he would make a bet-
ter president than Mr. Smith. altho the
latter, too, is very well qualified for the
presidency. Mr. Hoover, through his a.-
sociation with three presidents, and
cause of his long experience as Secretar)
of Commerce is familiar with the present
important governmental problems. 1 al,'
believe that Mr. Hoover will have more
support than Mr. Smith, in Congress.
Farm relief, ship subsidy, flood relief.
Muscle Shoals and Boulder Dam. are all
topics which should be handled from a
purely business viewpoint and I believe
Mr. Hoover can aid in the solution of
these problems and in the abolition ii1
petty and control taxes, better than coul-i
Mr. Smith. Prohibition needs careful
consideration. with some changes in the
law. I hope. however, that the sal....r
will never return. 1 doubt if Mr. Smith
could influence Congress to change :h.
Prohibition Ameixlment.
Regardless of the outcome of the elec-
tion. I believe that our country will o.11
tinue to prosper. National prosperity
however, a relative and variable condi-
tion. dependent more on economics anil
Congress than on the President.
(7. A. Brautlecht
Bricker for Hoover
A Presidential Candidate's business i•
not involved in debating as Alfred F..
Smith referred to it in one of his speeches.
A candidate should spend his time upon
the policies advocated by himself and the
party he represents. His duty is to ex-
plain and to enlighten the people on tlic
platform of his party and the policies Iit.
wishes to follow. If he is sincere
serving the people of the United State,
rather than atm g the highest hiti -r
that CAN he bestowed upon any citizen ot
our countrv he will attempt to fulfill that
e•sential. Furthermeire, he will not have
Simile to harangue about petty details al-
ready thoroughly understixid by the vault':
public. Neither will he be obliged to of-
fer destructive criticism of the opposing
force—individually or as a group. If
Isis principles are sound they will speak
for themselves. Herbert Illaiver ha•
avoided this campaign approach.
Herschel Br' -
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